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Definitions

Abbreviations

Certification Authority (CA): An organization
that vouches for an entity (e.g. for a cryptographic
key, hardware or software component, platform or
organization).

CC

Local Area Network: A local area network (LAN)
is a group of computers and associated devices that
share a common communications line or wireless
link and typically share the resources of a single
processor or server within a small geographic area
(for example, within an office building). Usually, the
server has applications and data storage that are
shared in common by multiple computer users. A
local area network may serve as few as two or three
users (for example, in a home network) or as many as
thousands of users.
Personal Area Network: A personal area network
(PAN) is the interconnection of information technology devices within the range of an individual
person, typically within a range of 10 meters.

Common Criteria

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

CPU

Central Processing Unit

DRM

Digital Rights Management

EMV

Europay, Mastercard, Visa standard

GPRS

General Packet Radio Services

GSM

Global System for Mobile
communications

HE

Home Environment

IMEI

International Mobile Equipment
Identity

IMSI

International Mobile Subscribers
Identification

IMUI

International Mobile User Identity

IPV6

Internet Protocol Version 6

ISDN

Integrated Services Digital Network

MMS

Multi-media Messaging Service

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

MO

Mobile Operator

OS

Operating System

Platform: A computing device (PC, PDA, smart phone)
that usually communicates with other devices.

PIN

Personal Identification Number

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

Trusted Computing Group (TCG): An industry
standards body comprised of computer and device
manufacturers, software vendors and others with a
stake in enhancing the security of the computing
environment across multiple platforms and devices.

POS

Point of Sale

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification

Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA):
The organization that has specified how to produce
a Trusted Platform. Now known as the Trusted
Computing Group (TCG).

SE

Security Element

Trusted Platform: A platform that creates a foundation of trust for software processes.
Trusted Platform Module (TPM): The Hardware
root of trust of a Trusted Platform.
Trusted Platform Subsystem: A set of capabilities
inside a platform that are defined by the TCPA/
TCG.
Wide Area Network: A wide area network (WAN)
is a geographically dispersed telecommunications
network. The term distinguishes a broader telecommunication structure from a local area network
(LAN). A wide area network may be privately
owned or rented, but the term usually connotes the
inclusion of public (shared user) networks. An intermediate form of network in terms of geography is a
metropolitan area network (MAN).
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PRNG

Pseudo Random Number Generator

PSTN

Public Switched Telephone Network

PTD

Personal Trusted Device

SIM

Subscriber Identity Module

SIP

Session Initiation Protocol

SMS

Short Messaging Service

SN

Serving Network

STK

SIM Application Toolkit

SWIM

Subscriber Wireless Identity
Module–SIM+WAP function

TD-CDMA

Time Division - Code Division
Multiple Access

TLS

Transport Layer Security

TMN

Telecommunications
Management Network

UICC

Universal Integrated Circuit Card

UIM

User Identity Module

UMTS

Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System

USIM

User Services Identity Module

WAP

Wireless Access Protocol

W-CDMA

Wideband – Code Division
Multiple Access

WIM

Wireless Identification Module
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Part 1

THE INCREASING
NEED FOR SECURITY
WITHIN A NETWORK
ENVIRONMENT

perform) the sale of traditional
PC devices – for instance, there
are over one billion subscribers
using mobile phone technology
accessing a range of services
today, as opposed to the number
of PCs installed, which hit the

DEFINING SECURITY

550

Many users of data transmission devices (such as PCs, laptops, PDAs,

(Source: IDC). Not only that, but

phones etc.) acknowledge a need for security and that it should

many of these products are

encompass the following elements, under the full control of the user:
• Protect the data residing within their device
• Protect the transmission network in which these devices may operate
• Protect the transfer of data from device to device
• Ensure that the data is transferred and received in an unaltered form.

million

mark

in

2002

converging themselves into a truly
mobile platform. For instance, in
the case of a combo device (an
industry term for a PDA plus
phone or phone with PDA

The actual semantics may differ from device to device, from network
to network and from industry to industry, but users are all basically
defining their security needs (and consequently their definition of
security) as:
• Secure Authentication – so only legitimate users can access the

features), some 1.9 million devices were sold worldwide in
2001, rising to just under 4 million in 2002. (Source: Gartner Inc).

system and services.
• Confidentiality and Privacy of Data – so that personal or sensitive
data is protected.

These new computing devices
have the ability to transmit data

• Integrity – ensuring that the data, system or platform has not been
tampered with.

in its varying forms, not only
to similar devices, but also to

• Data Availability – ensuring that only legitimate users can access
legitimate data anytime.

different devices across a network (e.g. transmitting email

It is this definition of security that we shall adhere to within this paper

from a phone to a desktop PC).

and use when we take a look at the underlying reasons why there is

The applications that can now be

such a perceived need for security in today’s information society.

found upon smart phones and
PDAs have made the idea of a
mobile network or the mobile

MOBILE CONVERGENCE

from that of a pure PC and

Internet more of a reality, with

CAN DRIVE THE NEED

encompass such devices as PDAs

many PC-like applications being

FOR SECURITY

(Portable Digital Assistants) and

utilized by these non PC compu-

Smart Phones. And what is more,

ting devices. By the end of 2003,

the sales of these non-traditional

80% of mobile telecom devices

we have seen the description of a

computing devices are growing

should have the capacity to sup-

computing device move away

to rival (and in some case out-

port server-based or download-

Over the past decade or so,
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able games (Source: Gartner

E-Commerce

or herself to be an authorized

Dataquest 2002). The increasing

user of the company network.

convergence of technologies has

• B2B: Business to Business –

The employee is then able to

made these devices and the net-

Data communications between

access the network from say, a

works upon which they operate,

companies

hotel room, in the same way as

more interchangeable than ever
before with their overlapping
applications.

With such a proliferation in networked devices, it is becoming
clear that when devices are joined
together and data flows between
them, the system is only as secure

• B2C: Business to Consumer –
Data communication between
a company and a consumer.
This includes the classical purchasing from say, an online
bookstore, as well as downloads
from the Internet (from music
in MP3 format to Pay TV).

if they were at their desk within the company building. [1]

At present, a high degree of
transactions and data is already
being transmitted, although it
has been argued that the numbers
would be much greater if data
security could be guaranteed.

as its weakest link. Therefore, the

• G2G: Government to Govern-

Looking at Germany alone, the

need for security has become a

ment – Data communications

forecast of B2B sales is expected

major design element in both the

between different parts of a

to amount to about € 270 million

device hardware and the applica-

government and/or a public

by the year 2005 and the overall

tion software.

administration.

European growth within the

THE MARKET ALSO
DRIVES THE NEED FOR
SECURITY
Technology does not advance
without stimulation from the
market. The need for secure
transaction environments has
been driven by the requirements
of the users, as more services and
features become available on the
devices.

A multitude of applications and

• G2C: Government to Citizen –
data communication between a
government and a citizen such
as online tax declaration, online
car registration, or applying
for planning or building permission online.

Private Data Communication

• VPN: Virtual Private Network
– A link between two locations
of a company in which data is
secured through cryptography.

B2B market is currently expected
to reach € 900 million by the
same year. The main driving
forces behind today’s B2B markets
are the automotive, transport
and travel industries, which are
reported to do 29% of their
business on-line [2]. Global
Internet commerce as a whole is
expected to hit US$ 1 trillion by
the end of 2003 (Source: IDC).

To ensure the future growth of
these markets and their applications, a high degree of security

solutions used by corporations

• VPA: Virtual Private Access

is required, due to the potentially

and governments are evolving,

(also called Remote Access) –

significant commercial value of

which stimulate the need for

With VPA, an employee on a

both the business and private

security. The key ones being:

business trip identifies himself

data that is being submitted.
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CORPORATE SECURITY

bility of information traversing

IMPLEMENTATION

through it. In other words, it has

DIGITAL RIGHTS

REQUIREMENTS

to have an “open” design and to

MANAGEMENT

be mandated by an equally

Digital rights management

A corporation (and by corpora-

“open” security policy so as to

(DRM) is a type of software

tion, for simplicity sake of this

enable the authorized people to

developed to enable secure

paper, we include both business

access information. Yet at the

distribution – and perhaps more

and government) will always

same time, the network has to be

importantly, to disable illegal

find it difficult when defining

intelligent and act as “closed” to

distribution – of paid content

its security requirements. This is

those trying to take advantage of

over the Web. DRM techno-

due to the balance that must be

this

logies are being developed as a

reached between retaining flexi-

unlawful incursions. [5]

openness

and

prevent

bility for the users (as they trans-

means of protection against the
online piracy of commercially

fer data between different parts

A corporation will also have

marketed

of the company and between the

different security requirements

has proliferated through the

corporation and their business

for secure network access, as can

widespread use of peer-to-

partners) and limiting access

be illustrated below:

peer file exchange programs.

to sensitive data, keeping in mind
that their security strategies

material,

which

Source: searchCIO.com
Infrastructure

are in accordance with their
corporate business objectives.

Requirements:

nology-ready and a key access

• Secure communication

method in the mobile enter-

With the Internet becoming in-

between the corporation and

creasingly important for businesses,

fixed, as well as remote platforms

any network security strategy

• Secure communication

that is focused on “limiting”

between different corporate

entry will not succeed. Granting

locations using the web

access, not only to employees, but
also to business partners, remote
workers, customers and so on, is

• Protection against intrusion

prise world.

Terminals & Devices

Requirements:
• Authentication
• Integrity of systems and data

and attacks
• Integrity of systems and data

• Protection against intrusion
and attacks

mandatory to conduct business
in a world where a company’s

Solution:

worth is often measured in terms

• Virtual

Private

Networks

Solution:

of its digital assets (information,

(VPN) with encryption tech-

• Authentication technologies

IP etc.). Therefore, the power and

nology and security protocols.

such as hardware chips and

openness of the Internet have

This will be an important ele-

tokens (TPMs, USB dongles,

to be balanced with the need

ment as mobile phones and

Smart Cards), public key infra-

to protect the privacy and relia-

PDAs

structure (PKI) and biometric

become
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Figure 1:
VPN Security Overview

systems combined with Virtual

detection, traffic and content

USER SECURITY

Private Networks (VPN)

management (Digital Rights

IMPLEMENTATION

Management) will still remain

REQUIREMENTS

Content/Server

Requirements:

the essential foundation upon
which a corporation’s Internet

We started this section by des-

security strategy is built upon.

cribing what users mean when

• Protection of Data and

they refer to security needs. If

Services (on the Server)

This is essentially a principle

we then take this definition of

while allowing continuous

shift from simply securing devi-

security and ask a further

communication

ces within a VPN to allowing

question pertaining to how they

• Content Management

devices to move freely outside of

would like to see this security

• Protection from Denial-of-

a VPN; to secure the data and

implemented, we would have

content passed from such devices

to take into account the private

back into the VPN (through the

users

Solution:

server as a point of entry) and

specific interests. For instance,

• The continual upgrading and

allowing the mobile device to

a user that was working within

designing of new firewalls,

connect back into the VPN

the healthcare industry would

anti-virus software, intrusion

when necessary (see Figure 1).

have a different set of specific

Service Attacks
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requirements to those of a

and the user retains complete

tions) are now in mass circula-

user working within the legal

control over their system.

tion. The need for security arises
from a complex triangle:

industry. A business user in a

• Platform or System Inter-

corporate environment may have

operability: That any security

a different set of specific require-

device transmitting or receiving

ments compared to a user working

data will be able to interface with

• The individual user requirements

within the government.

corporate networks or systems

• Corporations

without security issues.
A broad-brush stroke of a user’s
requirements could include:

• The growth of mobile Internet
access and applications

(business

or

governmental) who require

• Value for money: The security

both internal and external con-

solution should be priced

tact, and data transfer through

according to the value to the

remote data transactions.

• Non-invasive: That the security

user. Corporations may pay

system does not sacrifice the

more than private consumers

As we have seen a growth in

user’s privacy in order to protect

due to the greater amount of

connectivity (there are over 300

any data that may be passed

sensitive data involved.

million people connected to the
Internet and growing by another

onto a secure corporate network.

SUMMARY – THE NEED

200,000 people a day across

need to become an expert in

FOR SECURITY IS

the globe), both for private and

security solutions to use the

NOW A GIVEN

business usage and as more users

• Ease-of-use: The user does not

demand access anytime, anywhere,

hardware/software needed to
The need for security within

it follows that there will be an

• User controlled security: That

platforms and networks has

increase in the demand for security

the user can specify the limits

increased over the past decade, as

to protect all the data which

of the security that they require

devices (both in hardware form

is transferred as a result of this

depending upon the situation

and utilizing software applica-

behavior.

secure their data.

9
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For instance, a USB secure

S E C U R E P L AT F O R M S
OR TRUSTED
P L AT F O R M S ?

token (containing a secure con-

In this section we will review the variety of security products availa-

storage for the user. This

ble for devices and networks and then discuss why security alone is

ensures that without the token,

not enough. We will look at the Platform itself (this paper uses the

no access is possible.

troller), when utilized with the
accompanying software, offers
secure authentication, remote
access and digital certificate

term platform to mean any computing device – a PC, a server, mobile
phone, PDA or in fact any device capable of computing and communicating electronically with other platforms) and explore why a
Trusted Platform (and subsequently a network) is more advantageous
than a Secure Platform.

• External Tokens (Smart Cards):
Smart cards can be used to
protect the device, with an integrated reader in the PC/laptop
or with the reader as a plug-in

CURRENT SECURITY

terms of both hardware and soft-

extra. The card will contain a

& DEFENSES

ware. For instance, when it comes

secure controller, which can

AGAINST ATTACKS

to Secure Authentication we can

store a PIN number or key, or

have such hardware security ele-

other authentication informa-

ments as:

tion, that is matched against the

When we look at the myriad of
security solutions out there today,

information entered by a user.

we can see that most security

• Biometric Security: Biometrics

A good example of the wide-

applications only secure one of

can provide an additional

spread use of this technology is

the four elements below, rather

authentication process, in the

the SIM card in mobile phones

than encompass all of them.

form of voice, fingerprint, iris,

– where an owner can only

hand or face recognition. A

access the data and the functio-

sensor is attached to the device,

nality of the phone by keying

Access to system and services

and a reference reading is taken

in a PIN number that must be

• Confidentiality and Privacy –

and stored. Each new reading

verified against the card.

• Secure Authentication –

Data Protection
• Integrity – Data, System,
Platform Verification
• Data Availability – Access

is then verified against the
reference database: if valid, the

• Cryptographic Co-Processors:

user can access the device; if

Another type of hardware-

not, access is denied.

product, which can be used in a

to Data

secure platform, is the crypto• ExternalTokens (USB Tokens):

graphic co-processor. These

Securing the Device

Removable tokens can also pro-

co-processors are self-contained

We can, for the sake of this paper,

vide an extra layer of security

computing engines that can

discuss security applications in

to the secure computing device.

contain specialist security hard-

10
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Source: Balacheff, Chen, Pearson,
Plaquin & Proudler, “Trusted
Computing Platforms – TCPA
Technology in Context”, HewlettPackard Books, Prentice Hall, 2003.

Figure 2: Security Threats in a Network

ware and firmware. These

• Trusted Platforms: This Trust-

cryptographic co-processors

ed Platform hardware differs

The above hardware solutions

provide functions much faster

slightly from a Cryptographic

are ‘add-on’ security elements and

than a regular, general-purpose

co-processor in terms of both

tend to thwart a more physical,

platform processor (including

function and the way it is

external attack or a logical attack.

possible security functions).

integrated onto the platform

Other attacks can come through

architecture. Trusted Platforms

the network itself and tend to be

A cryptographic co-processor

require two additional func-

software orientated in approach.

might provide a symmetric and

tions - a CRTM (Core Root of

The advent of networks, in their

asymmetric encryption service,

Trust for Measurement) built

various forms have provided

as well as the generation of

into the boot process and a

further opportunities for third

random keys from a genuinely

TPM (Trusted Platform Module)

parties to access unauthorized

random source. These control-

that communicates with the

data and transactions; either

lers can be found today in

CRTM and the host platforms

from the device sending the data,

smart cards, but also some PC

processor.

the communication channel itself

manufacturers have these secu-

The TPM will be discussed

or the receiving device. Portable

rity chips built into their

in more depth later in this

devices often operate outside of

machines on the motherboard.

section.

company firewalls, and so can

11
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risk becoming a possible attack

outset that none of these services

abilities of these programs. In

point for anyone who intends to

will give total protection.

order for the output of the
software to be valid, there is an

create access to that company’s
restricted data. A good example

• Firewalls: Security firewalls

assumption that it has been

would be that of exhibition and

provide boundary protection for

correctly loaded and executed

event organizers, who now

computer networks. A firewall

– which cannot be proved by

routinely allow the plans of their

is a set of related programs,

the software itself. And even

show floors to be downloaded

located at a network gateway

if the programs are running

onto PDAs from special infor-

server that protects the resources

properly, they are still at risk

mation points on the show floor.

of a private network from out-

from viruses. Anti-virus software

side users. For mobile users,

can only work successfully on

There are various threats in a

firewalls allow remote access in

viruses already identified, and

myriad of environments in a

to the private network by the

with the increase in new and more

typical network (see Figure 2),

use of secure logon procedures

virulent varieties, the software

including:

and authentication certificates.

may not recognize a potential

However, firewalls can some-

hazard and fail to protect the

times limit the type and volume

system. Even the location of

or software programs to

of data transmitted and this

the program may cause pro-

facilitate later attacks.

lack of flexibility can lead to some

blems, as unencrypted data

• Software tampering.

companies relaxing the security

stored on the main processor is

• Theft of data, software and

levels, which can provide mali-

open to attack from third parties.

• Virus and worm introductions

hardware.
• Insider threats.

cious third parties with entry
points to the network.

OF TRUST

• Repudiation (denial that
transactions have taken place).

THE NOTION

• Software Security Programs:

• Authorization violations.

A whole variety of software

Time and time again, it would

• Denial of services attacks.

programs can be found on the

appear that if the security

market today that provide rela-

mechanism is not actually part

There are several safeguards

tively high levels of security for

of the platform itself, there is a

(both software and silicon-hard-

both the hardware and the other

higher possibility of overriding

ware orientated) that can be put in

application software contained

that security. Although token-

place to either remove or reduce

within the device. The programs

type security products do offer a

such threats. These would include

can be installed as an applica-

very high level of protection -

such services as secure authenti-

tion on the main processor,

they are removable. On-board

cation, confidentiality of data,

or be added to the crypto

security products (such as the

data integrity and data availability

co-processor for extra security.

TPM), can be seen as the enabler

(see page 15). However, it must

However, there are a number

of higher security, as the authen-

be understood from the very

of ‘weak spots’ in the security

tication credentials are bound to

12
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the actual platform itself, hence

Platforms can enhance trust.

providing the user with a ‘root of

They set out the argument thus:

trust’.

TRUSTED PLATFORMS
A Trusted Platform does not

• “The special processes in a

necessarily have to be a PC. It

What exactly do we mean by a

Trusted Platform dynamically

can be any device that stores,

‘root of trust’? In order to avoid

collect evidence of behavior

transmits and/or receives infor-

any philosophical argument, we

and provide evidence of beha-

mation (e.g. PDA, mobile phone

will use the definition of trust as

vior. The information provides

etc.). One could argue that the

defined originally by the TCPA

the means of knowing whether

role of a Trusted Platform is not

(Trusted Computing Platform

a platform can be trusted.”

one of increasing security or

Alliance – see section 3) as:

protection of the hardware and
• “The social definition of trust

software contained within the

“…if it behaves in the expected

concentrates on what it is to be

nodal point or device, but of

manner for the intended purpose”.

trustable – capable of behaving

increasing the level of confidence

properly i.e. trustworthy in a

(trust) in the device, data recei-

There is a similar approach in the

social sense, when people agree

ved and data transmitted. The

third part of the ISO/IEC 15408

that the trusted thing is good

trust mechanism in a Trusted Plat-

standard:

and fair and will do the right

form reliably generates, stores

things. Social trust in a Trusted

and reports measurements about

“A trusted component, operation,

Platform is an expression of

the software environment within

or process is one whose behavior

confidence in behavioral trust,

a platform and so can raise the

is predictable under almost any

because it is an assurance about

confidence level of information

operating condition and which is

the implementation and opera-

being transmitted and received

highly resistant to subversion by

tion of that Trusted Platform.

in a secure way (security being

application software, viruses and

Trusted Platforms use social

defined

a given level of physical inter-

trust to provide confidence in

definition).

ference”. (Source: ISO/IEC 15408)

the mechanisms that collect and

through

our

initial

provide evidence of behavior;

One argument that has been

In their book ‘Trusted Compu-

they also use social trust to pro-

voiced over the preference of a

ting Platforms – TCPA Tech-

vide confidence that particular

Trusted Platform to a Secure

nology in Context’, (Hewlett-

values of evidence represents a

Platform is that a secure platform

Packard

the

platform that is in a ‘good’

has no way of informing the user

authors, Pearson, Balacheff et al.

state. This information thus

if it is operating as expected and

make

for

provides the means of knowing

is actually securing the platform.

categorizing trust in terms of

whether a platform should be

With data becoming increasingly

behavioral (dynamic) and social

trusted.” [3]

mobile and connections becoming

Books

a

2003),

strong

case

(static) components to help in

more dynamic, the avenues of

understanding

attack are becoming greater.

how

Trusted
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Trusted Platforms may be consi-

are operating, as they should?

specifications set out by the

dered as an attempt to get back

Well, security devices that work

TCPA/TCG. There is also a

to basics in that they provide

to protect the system and con-

certificate to show which TPM

confidence by directly exposing

fidential data contained within it

was used in the Platform.

the social trust that underpins all

need to be certified to specific,

information security. The main

recognized security levels –

feature of a Trusted Platform is

usually by external bodies. This

BRINGING TRUST

that it enables someone to vouch

then gives the user some con-

INTO A CORPORATE

for a platform and its integrity.

fidence in the ability of these

NETWORK

The provider of an electronic

products to operate to a specific

service for example can use a

security tolerance level.

Trusted Platform to prove that a

The integration of Trusted Platforms into a network environment

service is in fact a proper service

In terms of a Trusted Platform

can help corporations solve a

and that the service is operating

and products such as the TPM,

variety of flexibility and mobility

in the way it is expected to operate.

a so-called endorsement key is

problems, which may be inherent

This provides greater confidence

embedded into the TPM itself.

in some of today’s corporate net-

to both the provider and the user

Only a genuine TPM will have

works. Through the increase in

of the services.

such a key and as it has been

the level of confidence that the

signed by the manufacturer (in

corporation has in its platform

Pearson, Balacheff et al. also go

the form of a digital certificate),

and/or server on its network, the

further in expressing their belief

the user knows that the module

overall architecture can become

that a Trusted Platform (under

is guaranteed to work as stated.

more flexible while providing

TCPA/TCG specs) includes:

Indeed, the acceptance of the

the same level (or greater) of

• “Functionality that duplicates

hardware is reliant upon the

security and trustworthiness.

the best of currently available

reputation of the manufacturer

similar equipment (confiden-

(social trust) and in theory, once

We defined security through

tially of data on the platform),

a user can verify that the certi-

four distinct areas:

• Functionality that addresses

ficate is genuine, they can be

known problems to which no

confident about the hardware

current solutions exist (preven-

capabilities and trust the output.

ting access to privileged data by

• Secure Authentication –
Access to system and services
• Confidentiality of Data –

some types of bad code such as

Other elements of a Trusted

hacker scripts),

Platform also have certificates,

• Functionality that exposes the

to ensure that the Platform as a

social trust in a Trusted Plat-

whole can be trusted. The design

form” [3]

of the module and the RTM

Data Protection
• Integrity – Data, System,
Platform Verification
• Data Availability –
Access to Data anytime

And how does the user know

(Root of Trust for Measurement)

Pearson, Balacheff et al. have

that all the elements of a system

are certified that they follow the

also argued that a Trusted

14
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Platform can improve these areas

many users linked to a net-

two ways. Firstly, it ensures

that are so security intensive:

work, as the server could act as

that company data cannot be

the central “authority”. Each

removed

• Secure Authentication: Through

PC would sign-on to the net-

software being executed by the

the incorporation of a Trusted

work and the server would

connecting platform. Secondly,

Platform into a corporate

first of all authenticate the PC

it allows the company to

network, the corporation can

and based on the results, decide

specify which applications have

ensure better and stronger plat-

if the TPM’s storage key

access to certain data.

form identity. This has clear

should be authorized. If the

benefits when interacting with

PC is stolen or disconnected

• Data Availability: In a similar

externally located business

from the network, the server

way to the ‘Authentication’

partners and employees. The

would no longer authorize this

function, the TPM can assist

company can ensure that the

key and so the platform would

companies to monitor and

external partner (or employee

become useless.

authorize employees that work

by

unauthorized

remotely. Called a ‘Migration

accessing the network remotely)
has a TPM installed in their

• Data, System or Platform

Service’, this service would allow

device and will log the identity

Integrity: This security element

employees to copy storage

key of the external platform.

can profit through the use of

keys onto selected PCs. If the

This enables the company to

the TCG’s notion of ‘Chain Of

keys have been copied onto

control access from outside

Trust’, as a company can not

a particular PC, then the

sources, as it can monitor the

only check for an authorized

employee has access to confi-

identity of every platform and

machine (user) accessing a net-

dential data on that PC. If not,

only allow valid users to sign-in.

work and protect data on a

then the employee has no

As a result, the Trusted Plat-

remote PC, it can also advocate

access. Records will be kept

form ensures an improved level

which is the authorized soft-

of which keys are stored

of user authentication and access

ware that can be used. The

on which PCs and which

control.

company can play the role of

employees are allowed to

the Certificate Authority and

access which types of sensitive

Data:

issue an identity for software

data through those PCs. In

Trusted Platforms also have the

that is approved by the com-

this way, the company can be

capability of providing Pro-

pany. By verifying the software

confident that employees are

tected Storage facilities. A simple

at a central point (i.e. the net-

only accessing the material

solution would be to use the

work), the company can ensure

they are authorized to.

TPM storage keys to encrypt

that users logging on will not

the symmetric encryption keys

be able to access company data

(similar to a smart card based

with unauthorized software.

In order to incorporate Trusted

solution). This is particularly

This extra layer of protection

Platforms within a corporate

useful for a company with

can benefit a company

network, certain modifications

• Confidentiality

of

15
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have to be made to the existing

other

defense

elements of security (Secure

network:

systems. As Trusted Platforms

Authentication, Confidentiality

existing

improve confidence in the plat-

of Data, Data Integrity and Data

platforms have to be replaced

form, other security elements

Availability). A Trusted Platform

by Trusted Platforms.

such as biometric readers, external

or

• The corporation must put in

tokens (USB Dongles) or smart

Platforms would help to encom-

place at least a minimal Public

cards will provide complimen-

pass all four elements of security

Key Infrastructure (PKI) so

tary security functions.

at the same time, while working

• The

corporation’s

security

or

that certificates can be created
and distributed across the net-

a

network

of

Trusted

in conjunction with today’s

SUMMARY

available security devices. By

work.

following this line of discussion

• Integration of TCG technology

Many security devices available

it would appear that there is a far

into existing corporate network

today (either in hardware or

more persuasive argument in

protocols.

software form) go a fair way in

moving from the idea of a Secure

Of course, when implementing a

securing platforms or devices.

Platform to a Trusted Platform

Trusted Platform orientated net-

Although it could be argued that

and an even better argument for

work it does not mean that a

they do so through the speciali-

a trusted network over a secured

corporation has to disregard its

zation in regard to the four

network.

䡲

Disclaimer: This section references many of the arguments and ideas put forward by Pearson, Balacheff, et al in the publication, “Trusted
Computing Platforms - TCPA Technology in Context”, Hewlett-Packard Books, Prentice Hall, 2003 [3]
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membership from companies who

THE ALLIANCE
BEHIND TRUSTED
P L AT F O R M S

are able to assist in the development, production or promotion
of the platform. Since inception,
more than 190 members have
joined, including:

In this section we shall review how some of the major players in the
high-tech industry have worked to promote widespread usage of the
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and the need to produce a recognized
standard. We follow the development of the TCPA specification, how
the alliance has evolved into the Trusted Computing Group (TCG)
and how it intends to include platforms such as mobile devices.

• OEMs (Original Equipment
Manufacturers) and PC Manufacturers (such as Dell, HP and
Fujitsu-Siemens),
• Security hardware suppliers

THE TRUSTED

industry initiative called the

(such as Aladdin Knowledge

COMPUTING PLATFORM

Trusted Computing Platform

Systems, Gemplus and SCM

ALLIANCE (TCPA)

Alliance (TCPA), in order to intro-

Microsystems),

duce the concept of a common

• Semiconductor Manufacturers

In 1999, five leading hi-tech

Trusted Computing Platform

(such as Infineon Technologies,

companies (Compaq, HP, IBM,

within the computing industry.

National Semiconductor and

Intel and Microsoft) formed an

The alliance has encouraged

Atmel).

Why Form an Alliance for Trusted Platforms?
As with any new technology, the major companies involved in the computing industry believed that
the only hope to ensure adoption by the market, was to join together to provide one common specification rather than waste time and resources developing the technology in isolation.
A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) produced by just one company may be seen to give a competitive
advantage for the company, but without the PC or Software manufacturers adapting their products to
accommodate the TPM, the module would never be widely adopted. To create further confusion in
the market, once each semiconductor manufacturer would start to produce their own TPM version,
OEMs would have to choose which product to incorporate not only within their present designs but
their future designs too.
It is therefore interesting to note that the largest players in the computing market - ensuring that any
decisions made by the alliance would have an easier adoption through the rest of the industry - founded
the TCPA. It has been in the best interest of all companies involved in the PC market to join the TCPA:
• To ensure they have a say in the direction of Trusted Computing.
• To stay one step ahead of those companies who remain outside the alliance.
• To provide “Credibility by Association” for the smaller companies, when being linked with such
well known companies as Microsoft, Intel et al.

For further information visit www. trustedcomputinggroup.org
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The alliance members realized

issuing a TPM Specification,

products. And with physical

that although many different

covering all the features that

products in the marketplace,

security add-ons (both software

would ensure a Trusted Plat-

the widespread adoption of

and hardware) were available on

form. With OEMs and PC

this technology should now be

the market, they needed to enhance

Manufacturers involved in the

possible. [12]

security at the level of the plat-

specification process, they were

form hardware, BIOS, system

able to provide the Semicon-

software and operating systems.

ductor Manufacturers with an

And so the idea of the “Trusted

understanding of how the module

THE FUTURE OF THE

Platform” was conceived.

would work within the PC and

ALLIANCE – THE

The TCPA set out to cover both

in conjunction with the opera-

TRUSTED COMPUTING

security and privacy issues in its

ting system (see Figure 3).

GROUP (TCG)

Mission statement:

With the publication of Specifi-

Initially an industry alliance

“To maintain the privacy of the

cation 1.1b (after several revisions),

seemed the best way to develop

platform owner while providing

Semiconductor Manufacturers

a ubiquitous interoperable mecha-

(such as Infineon Technologies,

nism to validate the identity and

National Semiconductor and

integrity of a computing platform.”

Atmel)

mandate, with the following

producing

the Trusted Platform technology

TPMs that follow TCPA specifi-

– but alliances can have their

In order to carry this out, the

cations - a fact that is highlighted

limitations. The TCPA has taken

TCPA has worked together on

in their marketing of the new

a little known area of security

are

now

and brought it to the attention of
the industry and end consumers.
It has produced a specification
for manufacturers to follow and
recommendations for implementation. But this is really the
boundary of their influence.
Members of the alliance began to
realize that the organization
would have to take on another
form, if it was to go beyond the
alliance’s initial activities.

Introducing the TCG
And so in April 2003, AMD,
Figure 3: The TCPA/TCG Specification Scope

HP, IBM, Intel and Microsoft
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announced the creation of the

also supporting the new group

But these manufacturers state

Trusted

Group

and will be involved in the work-

that they are enhancing privacy –

(TCG). The TCG is a legally

groups defining the next gene-

as Geoffrey Strongin, AMD’s

incorporated group (unlike the

ration modules.

Platform

TCPA), which will enable it to

The TCG has adopted all TCPA

stressed:

license intellectual property (IP)

standards and in the near future,

in the specification to other

will be focusing on upgrading

“Without

members under reasonable and

the TCPA Specification 1.1b for

privacy protection is impossible.”

non-discriminatory

(RAND)

PCs, to produce version 1.2,

terms and define a mechanism to

potentially by the middle of

However, as with everything,

certify compliance to it – one of

2003. Thankfully, it is mindful of

“perception is reality” and the

the major advantages of forming

the companies who have already

group knows it must spend time

this new structure. The group

implemented version 1.1b, and has

(and money) on convincing

will also have a marketing

promised to ensure backward

consumers that it really does

budget in order to promote the

compatibility, ensuring inter-

have their best interests at heart.

technology and move the Trusted

operability with existing pro-

Platform into more consumer

ducts. The new version will

electronic devices (not just the

include a new session encryption

“As one of the first suppliers of

PC). With companies such as

interface and secure state counters

a complete Trusted Platform

Nokia in the group, the TCG

(that prevent security attacks)

Module solution compliant

hopes to be looking at a specifi-

and the TPM and software stack

with the TCPA specifications,

cation for use in mobile phones

will now be compatible with

Infineon strongly supports

and

Microsoft’s NGSCB architecture

the Trusted Platform Group's

(unlike version 1.1b).

goal of implementing in-

Computing

hence

Trusted

Mobile

Platforms, although this could

Security

adequate

Architect

security,

dustry-standard security func-

take up to two years before its
One area that the group will be

tions across a broad range

focusing on in terms of image is

of devices. We are committed

The five founding companies

privacy. There have been many

to supporting the Group's

will be members of the board,

concerns over Microsoft’s new

work as both an advocate and

and unlike the TCPA where all

NGSCB

Generation

active participant in the exten-

members could vote (or indeed

Secure Computing Base) software

sion of standards-based trust

veto), the board will be able to

and Intel’s “Le Grand Techno-

systems beyond the PC plat-

take decisions on a two-thirds

logy”, with privacy advocates

form.”

majority basis, which in theory,

claiming that these companies

Joerg Borchert, Vice Presi-

should speed up the decision-

are eroding consumers’ trust, by

dent, Secure Mobile Solutions,

making process. Other major

producing products that track

Infineon Technologies North

players from the TCPA (inclu-

interaction between the user’s

America Corp.

ding Infineon Technologies) are

PC and vendors or other PCs.

release.

(Next
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(OEMs, and PC Manufacturers)

down the TCPA and forming the

with Semiconductor and software

legally incorporated TCG.

Without a verified qualification

Manufacturers in an alliance, it

Companies now wanting to

issued by a third party standards

was possible to develop some

incorporate on-board security

body, it was necessary early on

form of “neutral” specification

hardware, will have to license the

in the development of the TPM,

on behalf of the industry as a

IP from the members of the

to provide customers with some

whole. However, although the

TCG, thereby ensuring it com-

form of qualification that would

TCPA managed to begin the

plies with the standards set out

make them feel secure in purcha-

promotion of the “TCPA com-

by the group. As yet it is the

sing/designing-in the product.

pliant

were

TCG, rather than an indepen-

And so, by joining together the

powerless to enforce its usage -

dent standards body that makes

major customers of the TPM

one of the reasons for winding

such qualifications.

module”
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years. But fraudulent use of these

SECURITY WITHIN A
MOBILE NETWORK

networks is increasing, as the
number of users continues to
grow. There are around 46 million
subscribers (2002) in the UK,

Mobile systems have relied upon silicon for the root of security in the
form of a SIM card for the GSM network; this is now extending to
CDMA and of course 3G systems. However, the growth in mobile
Internet transactions is leading to new, m-business applications, that

from whom over 1 million phones are lost or stolen every year.
Mobile content revenues are set

will require silicon-based solutions to provide a secure mobile process

to increase from $ 6 billion in

for payment, content management and multi-application systems. In

2002 worldwide, to $ 38 billion in

this section we will review the current trends and the key issues for

2006, while mobile messaging

network operators and service providers today, outlining possible

revenues will grow from $ 17.4

security options for mobile devices in the future.

billion to $ 29 billion (Source:
Datamonitor). So is it any wonder

A NETWORK IS

tions); and by the types of

that mobile communication is

A NETWORK AND

physical links (for example,

beginning to receive the attention

SECURITY IS

optical fiber, coaxial cable, and

of security solution providers.

STILL SECURITY

Unshielded Twisted Pair).
Content management (the pro-

Let us be very clear about what we

When we have spoken about

cess for the supply and payment

mean by a network. A network

networks in earlier pages, we have

of data in text, audio or multi-

is simply a series of points or

concentrated upon a traditional

media format from the operator

nodes interconnected by com-

computer network. However,

or a third party to the phone

munication paths. Networks can

there is a growing usage of

user), is still in its early stages,

interconnect with other net-

mobile networks (that is a net-

with various parties involved.

works and contain sub networks.

work which utilizes mobile tech-

Co-operation and partnership

Any given network can also be

nology as its communication

across traditional boundaries of

characterized by the type of data

carrier for data and voice) that

industry and location will create

transmission technology in use

also have security requirements.

opportunities for those players

on it (for example, a TCP/IP or

who offer the right mix of ser-

Systems Network Architecture

In 2002 in the UK alone, mobile

vices. The earliest examples were

network); by whether it carries

networks created revenues of

ring tones, logos and news/text

voice, data, or both kinds of sig-

over £ 10 billion, with worldwide

message services, but recently web

nals; by who can use the network

mobile services reaching over $ 350

based photo and video services

(public or private); by the usual

million in 2002, according to the

have been added from multiple

nature of its connections (dial-up

ITU (Source: www.itu.int). And

sources. Every customer has

or switched, dedicated or non

this amount is set to increase

multiple relationships with diffe-

switched, or virtual connec-

dramatically over the next few

rent service providers - be they
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mobile operator, financial insti-

as well as their product and service

from each other by the services

tution etc. Since the new market

offerings to their customer base.

offered and the technologies

of value added services is based

These we can list as:

used. In mobile commerce,
mobile devices will be used for a

on combining/packaging/service
components, the customer will
recognize all parties involved
and will rarely accept giving up a

• High mobile network
availability & customer loyalty
• Network protection by sub-

wide range of transactions such
as payment, banking or ticketing.
In other words, mobile trans-

viable relationship. But these

scription-based or authorized

actions will be conducted over a

relationships will need protecting.

access only, protection of

digital mobile network, within

As the mobile phone becomes an

signaling, fault tolerance

a certain physical proximity to

extension of the global network
started by the Internet, attacks on
mobile devices will parallel the
growth of those seen in the past
on PCs.

• Correct accounting and

another device, and in conjunction with other devices belonging

charging
• Protection of accounting
and charging, Fraud avoidance
• Compliance with national
laws/regulations

to the same user, such as a PC or
a set-top box (e.g. sending an
email from a mobile phone to a
desktop PC). The mobile phone

Currently, attacks are focused on

• Lawful interception, privacy,

will be the ultimate transaction

the phones themselves, but in

import/use of cryptography

device capable of functioning in

time third parties could utilize

• Future protection of applica-

the network to access informa-

tion services and user data

tion either stored on the device
or being transmitted. Phones or

• Authorized application

these different environments.
And within a personal environment, a mobile phone can be used
to enable secure transactions

access only

networks may be hacked for a

• International compatibility

from another communications

variety of reasons, from the

of security and ID tokens

device, like a PC or a digital TV.

criminal to the political, due to

trusted transaction roaming™

The phone can augment the

the fact that third parties want to

• Protection from attacks to

operations of the other device by,

access sensitive information.

individuals and networks

for example, enabling authenti-

There exists the possibility of using

such as Denial of Service,

cation and authorization with its

Java applets acting as viruses to

Spamming and Hacking

Wireless Identification Module

attack the phone and Denial of

• IP Protection (Operator

(WIM) security element. No

Service attacks are also more
likely.

specific browsers, logos etc)

matter what transaction environment or technology is used,

• SIM Lock

convenience and ease of use

The various Mobile Operators
have some of the strongest needs

A major trend in mobile device

are the key factors contributing

for security.

development is for the phone to

to the consumption of mobile

This requirement for security is

handle more and more applica-

commerce services, as well as

primarily due to the business

tions in various usage environ-

the adoption of mobile pay-

operations of the Mobile Operators,

ments. The environments differ

ments.
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TODAY’S MOBILE

exchange sensitive data and con-

standard CPU with “some”

SECURITY SOLUTIONS

duct financial transactions.

security incorporated around
it. This dedicated CPU often

Software-Based Security

Silicon-Based Security

has layout scrambling (special

Many of the features required by

Secure software is an important

design flow), which means that

Mobile Operators depend on a

security feature, but with sili-

during an attack it is difficult

secure communication between

con-based security there are a

to discover the function of the

two distant parties. To this end,

number of important elements

design blocks. The bus/memory

PKI software is the most com-

that can be utilized:

encryption can easily be inte-

monly used security feature, as

• Privacy

grated into the architecture.

each distinct entity in a PKI

• Convenience

system possesses at least one pair

• Decentralized security

ding and various other sensors,

of complementary cryptographic

• Scalable security

which helps in the detection of

• Fraud detection: Active shiel-

an attack and accompanying

keys consisting of one private
and one public key. Private keys

Using Hardware Security as an

countermeasures (power down,

are never revealed to other ent-

enabler also has several advantages:

chip lock). In Infineon security

ities. Public keys are normally

• Technology:

edge

chips there are more than 50

Certificate

technology which ensures high

countermeasures implemented

and

cost of equipment for any

to deter attacks.

certified

by

Authority

a

(CA),

made

publicly available to any entity

Leading

hypothetical attacker
SIM Technology

within the system. Therefore,

• Logical Security: Dedicated

PKI enables the users of an

logic architecture of system

The SIM card within the mobile

otherwise non-secure public net-

which can be tested and certified

device holds the customer’s ID,

work, such as the Internet or a
mobile network, to securely

Architecture:

the International Mobile Sub-

Dedicated CPU instead of

scribers Identification (IMSI)

• Design

and

Table 1 - SIM Chip execution times
SIM Function

SLE66C..S

SLE66C(X)..P SLE66C(X)..PE

SLE88CX..

SLE88CFX

Feature of Phase..

Verify PIN

< 5 µs

< 5 µs

< 5 µs

< 5 µs

< 5 µs

2,2+,...

Run DES

> 10 ms

< 8 µs

< 4 µs

< 2.5 µs

< 2 µs

2,2+,...

Execute A3A8

< 500 ms

< 200 ms

< 100 ms

< 30 ms

< 25 ms

2,2+, ..

Erase/write datafield

5.4 ms

< 4.1 ms

< 2.9 ms

< 4.5 ms

< 2.9 ms

2,2+, ...

Ask Random

< 2 ms

< 1 ms

< 1 ms

< 1 ms

< 1 ms

2+, ...

Execute ECC (192 bit)

----

122 ms

56 ms

35 ms

12 ms

2+, ...

RSA (1024 bit) encryption

----

290 ms

130 ms

78 ms

18 ms

2+, ...

RSA (1024 bit) decryption

----

10 ms

5 ms

2.8 ms

0.5 ms

WIM/USIM

DSA Signature Generate

----

146 ms

66 ms

40 ms

10 ms

WIM/USIM

DSA Signature Verify

----

237 ms

108 ms

65 ms

15 ms

WIM/USIM
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Figure 4: The SIM is a Security Token and More

Source: Infineon, SIM Alliance

and in addition will also hold the

The types of services and per-

time on Infineon controllers are

GSM authentication key, the

formance required, influence the

listed in Table 1 (page 23). In the

roaming list, the customer phone

choice of Subscriber Identity

case that no execution time is

book (ADN) and the pre-defined

Module (SIM) used in the phone.

shown, the controller cannot

network phone list (FDN).

In the case of a Wireless Identi-

meet the specified time.

With a SIM Tool Kit, the SIM

fication Module (WIM) with PKI,

can read and be locked to the

the strong authentication relies

Trends in SIM card

phone’s International Mobile

on a potentially expensive infra-

enabled services

Equipment Identity (IMIE) code,

structure. However, if the return

From the basic authentication

allowing for simple content con-

on investment from Digital Rights

of a user to the network, extra

trol to be matched to the type of

Management (DRM – see section

services have been developed by

phone (see Figure 4).

1 for more details) is to be made,

a variety of service providers.

The User/Network menus can

there are few alternatives, as once

Services such as:

be generated for such services as:

the user has paid, they will expect

• Data links (Systems

• Text Chat

to have the rights and use the

• Group Text

content in a variety of ways.

• Text Games

To give some perspective of what

(Soft drinks, etc)

• Directory Services

transactions are required from

• Metering systems

e.g. travel and traffic
• Customer menus- favorites

the silicon in the SIM, the required
SIM functions and their execution
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• Vending machines

(Gas, Electricity, etc)
• Alarm systems
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In some countries a 2nd SIM

SIM. All 3G terminals must

3G Applications

card per subscriber in the same

support GSM phase 2 and phase

In a landmark decision in 1999,

terminal/mobile device has been

2+ SIM’s as access modules to

it was determined by 3GPP

popular, to combine private and

3G networks. This results in

that, from Release 3 deployment,

employee options. New services

security being limited in extent

all third generation mobile net-

with GPRS allow car routing and

and quality to GSM level, and

works would use IPv6 as the

traffic systems, PDA network

for this reason, 3G operators

default IP protocol. The users

access, portable network access

may not accept GSM SIMs

and regulators (especially in

to e-mail, and even Integrated

as access modules to their 3G

developing countries) expect this

SIM (for special application

services. 3G allows the direct

to alleviate address space issues,

mobile terminals – telematics in

connection of users to other 3G

enhance security, and foster

vehicles or remote data logging

users and will support other net-

localized service creation and

systems). In some cases existing

works (e.g., PSTN, N-ISDN,

software

networks may upgrade, and

GSM, X.25 and IP networks). Just

decision should also revitalize

some CDMA operations are

as importantly, 3G supports new

growth potential. In UMTS

introducing their own version of

styles of charging and billing:

services, the basic security features

This

employed in 2G systems will be

the SIM - the UIM.
• The generation of

SECURITY WITHIN

development.

standardized charging records.

retained, or where needed, enhanced. These include:

3RD GENERATION

• On-line billing

• Subscriber authentication

NETWORKS

• The billing of third party

• Radio interface encryption

value-added services with the
3G-network security uses a physi-

concept of one-stop-billing.

• Subscriber identity
confidentiality

cally secure device e.g. a Universal Integrated Circuit card

Innovative SIM Services from Sunrise

(UICC), which can be inserted

In Switzerland, “Sunrise” (a GSM service provider) has made a

and removed from terminal

step forward in how their customers can use their SIM cards by

equipment. This UICC should

offering 5 duplicates of the user’s main GSM SIM. The user can

contain one or more applications

then have these cards plugged into various handheld devices on a

at least one of which must be a
Universal SIM (USIM). The
USIM contained in a UICC will
be used to represent and identify
a user and their association with a
home environment in the provision of 3G services.
The USIM has been developed

permanent basis (e.g. one SIM for a mobile phone, another for a
PDA, etc.). All of the SIM cards are identified by a single MSISDN –
although only one card can be active at any one time – however
data services (e.g. GPRS) will always be accessible. This will mean
that each user will only need one mobile identity and can
make/receive calls and have data access at the same time. The company claims that with this system, there is no customization of
core network elements and it will also stimulate the requirement
for additional services such as infotainment, m-commerce, etc.

on the basis of the phase 2+ GSM
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• Use of removable
subscriber module
• Secure application layer

• Push services e.g. local and
personal specific advertising
• Other information services:

• Users
• Operators, Service Providers
• Content Site Providers

channel between subscriber

e-mail, gambling, job adverts,

• Content Developers

module and home network

public transport information

These groups are developing a

• Private Corporate services;

variety of payment structures

Intranet and extranet access,

depending upon the value and

for mobile servicing and sales

the environment of the user, and

• Transparency of security
features

Point-to-Point Video through

if the service or product is provi-

the mobile network is a unique

Mobile Transactions

feature that is now being rolled

Payment systems are a crucial

out to the general public (in the

facet of content management.

UK through the launch of “3”).

Analysts

Soon, online games, game rental,

Metrix, the research company

in volume but have high

reviews, and game tips are also

behind a recent study, have

growth potential

likely to be released. As well as

stated that in 2001, Europeans

these services and features, there

spent € 590 million on content

will be completely new services

for their mobile phones, almost

• Remote Micro Payments

including

twice the amount (€ 252 million)

below €10 already exist

that was spent on content for

e.g. Ring tones, Logos, text

desktops. The players in the

services

location-orientated

services such as:

at

Jupiter

ded remotely or locally.

Media

• Macro payments, above € 10,
in the remote area are small

• Local Macro Payments
have potential for high volume

• Local micro payments

• Pull services e.g. traffic, direc-

content delivery market environ-

tories both network and user

ment can be divided into the

replacing cash have very

specific

following groups:

high volume potential

M-COMMERCE: TRANSFORMATION OF THE TRANSACTION PROCESS
In most of the current local transactions, consumers hold a simple card or token which acts as a unique
key to the payment or access system in question. The card or token usually contains a relatively small
amount of data that is transferred only to the system (magnetic-stripe cards at points-of-sale, public
transport tickets, access cards). Terminals belonging to the system handle the user interface, and users
identify themselves to the terminals (e.g. PIN numbers at points-of-sale). Moving the transactional user
interface and identification of the user away from the terminals belonging to the system and to
the mobile phones of consumers, requires a true bi-directional communications channel between the
consumer’s mobile phone and the system and, thus, results in a transformation of the transaction
process. An enhanced version of Bluetooth, which is a future possibility, is seen as the solution for
mobile transactions with the combination of both sets of characteristics described above.
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To implement these options,
different solutions are required.
The local transactions may be conducted through other channels
such as Bluetooth or RFID
(Radio Frequency Identification).
The remote applications may use
secure solutions server wallets,
WAP portals, or Secure SMS.

There are numerous ways in
which secure transactions can be

Figure 5: Local
Communications
Options

enabled. The earliest concepts
have been a Dual Slot phone, or
via another interface to a card
reader or PDA via contactless

(Radio Frequency Identification)

RFID modules being attached to

interface. The Dual slot phone

as the communications technology

mobile phones, without an inter-

has proved difficult to imple-

solution for local transactions

face to the phone electronics.

ment, although several models

with the following characteristics:

These implementations are cur-

have been developed. There are

• Fast completion of

rently being used in pilots and

not just the issues of design and

transaction (100…200 ms)

early commercial cases. In the

technology, but also that of brand-

• Transfer of small amounts

next generation of implementa-

ing, marketing and justifying cost

of data, even one-directionally

tions,

however,

contactless

versus function. The idea of

• Easy adaptation to existing

modules will also have access to

having a credit card inserted into

infrastructures and existing

phone resources, which enables

a mobile phone in the user’s hand

user habits

innovative combinations of remote
and local services, and the possi-

has been seen as even more entBluetooth, on the other hand,

bility of storing multiple virtual

can be seen as the communi-

payment cards in the phone.

Multiple Security Interfaces

cations technology solution for

Interoperability and standards

For local communications there

Local transactions with the

for these new features can pro-

are two main options, as demon-

following characteristics:

vide the basis for lower costs, but

strated in Figure 5. MeT, a company

• Less time-critical transactions

the need for consensus often

founded to establish a framework

• Transfer of big amounts of data

implies that the slowest man

icement for potential criminals.

for secure mobile transactions

bi-directionally

(ensuring a consistent user experience independent of device,

RFID implementations in mobile

service and network) sees RFID

phones have started with separate
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cation and associated user data.

• Mobile device security and

Most security-features will be

PIN entry requirements and

Traditional Network Access

independent from the transport

rules need to be re-assessed.

Security (e.g. GSM, UMTS)

network and will have applica-

In the network, the classic scenario

tion-specific security and end-

with most services and applica-

to-end privacy for user data.

tions is provided by/through a

This security will be facilitated

However successful 3G net-

single Mobile Network Operator

by wider bandwidth of GPRS

works may appear today, there

(MNO). Their primary goal has

and 3G. The user owns their ID,

will undoubtedly be a gradual

been the protection of the

which could be managed by a

evolution away from 3G. The

MNO’s network and services.

Trusted Third Party (privacy-

use of IP will be key to global

The security features have been

enhanced) Authentication (i.e.

connectivity and post-3G systems

integrated into the access and core

certificate-based), thereby ensu-

will be characterized by the

network, but security is limited

ring user-centric authorization.

combined use of multiple access

Mobile Network Security

BEYOND 3G NETWORKS

networks.

by bandwidth and the diversity
of national laws & regulations.

In the area of mobile payment

The security is not end-to-end

based on bank-issued internatio-

The terminal will evolve towards

but rather via a series of steps.

nal payment cards, mobile EMV

a Personal Area Network (PAN)

(Europay, Mastercard, Visa) is

with different types of devices

There are issues with new algo-

seen as a possible future concept.

connected by wireless links.

rithms over signalling security

However, a few fundamental

Security mechanisms will of course

and the lack of privacy for con-

requirements for mobile EMV

be essential, in the areas of:

tent. The MNO determines and

need to be met, for implementa-

• Mobility management

owns user IDs (shared secrets),

tions to make sense.

• Quality of Service (QoS)

so authentication is network-

Specifically, there needs to be a

• Session control

centric with no 3rd party privacy.

substantiated global demand for

• IP protection of the OS

the concept. The existing EMV

and application software

New Services need Application

specifications need to be further

Layer Security and Network-

developed to take into account

Specific security solutions for

Independent ID Management

the special requirements of

many individual protocols are

(e.g. m-business)

mobile devices:

already available or under deve-

The advent of new services will

lopment, but the challenge is

lead to a change in the way that

• Role of the mobile device

to integrate security solutions

services and applications are

needs to be clarified and EMV

for the individual layers into a

handled: from one user to many

approved.

generic security architecture.

diverse transport and application

• New protocols between EMV

And so, we should consider possible

services, with the primary goal

cards, mobile devices and POS

network security problems, such

being the protection of the appli-

devices need to be defined.

as:
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• Will the Authentication and
key establishment (AKE) be
public or secret key based? If a
public key mechanism is used,
where will the PKI components
be kept and what revocation
process and rights will there
be? (Especially for 3rd parties
e.g. a bank or content provider)
• How will the integration of the
AKE work with Mobile IP
registration (if applicable)?

Figure 6 – MultiMediaCards from Infineon Technolgies Flash

• What is the secure address configuration? How will the user’s
identity protection be ensured?

(and to ensure that the content

memory of up to 64 Megabytes

There is a need for link layer

provider retains copyright privi-

(and greater in many cases).

protection and alternative pay-

leges) the user must have (on

ment systems.

their terminal) some kind of

These mobile storage cards can

memory access, such as:

operate as a standard flash
memory card, with plenty of

In principle most of these issues
are solvable, through agreement

• Flexible Large Memory

space for large downloads. The

between the providers of the

• Fully Locked memory

secure version of these cards can

service and the operators, how-

• Restricted memory – time,

also provide a secure crypto

ever, some will require the use of

uses, platforms

controller interface for content
management.

hardware security tokens.
Normal SIM’s have their limitaSecure Mobile Media on

tions; a 200 entry phone book

For Secure transactions, the

Mobile Devices

can take 32Kb of a 64K SIM. Any

Secure MMC steps for content

content download must be via

download are as follows:

When it comes to securing media

SMS messages in 90 byte blocks

that will move through a mobile

and these will need to be con-

network, there is often a trade

catenated - and a SIM browser is

off between memory and con-

slow (a GPRS interface is prefer-

• Set up a secure authenticated

tent usage. For instance, users of

red). The answer may be the use

channel, similar to SSL, but

the content will want to transfer

of a Secure MultiMediaCard™

more likely using IPV6

content such as music, video,

(MMC) or SD Card residing

• Then via the encrypted data

games, data files and various

within the terminal. This can be

channel the transaction can

applications. However, to do so,

thought of as a SIM with a

start:
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and various biometrics processes

However, fingerprints are seen as

purchase decision – secure

have been proposed for mobile

a secure compromise, especially

shopping options

devices:

as the sensors are low power and

• Voice (including syntax) has

can be relatively small.

– Content discovery and

– Content and delivery
negotiation – the user may

been tried, both server based and

choose from several options

within the handset with the bio-

With the process of biometrics

metric template stored on the SIM.

recognition, whether this is face

• Face (Iris) has been suggested

recognition, voice, or fingerprint

for the new generation of phones

matching - the principle remains

can be done in blocks to

with embedded cameras, but

the same. The Infineon Finger-

allow multi-tasking.

there are requirements for

TIP™ is a capacitive sensor, as

– Rights management –

quite high resolution to ensure

shown in Figure 7, that captures

accurate recognition.

an image of the finger placed by

– Content verification –
digitally signed of course
– Content delivery – this

time, plays, location etc.

• Fingerprint sensors have been

the enrollee, by finding where

billing – audit trails for

tried as they are small and low

the finger has touched its array

payments

power.

of sensors and generating a bitmap

– Transaction logging and

When considering biometrics,

which can be processed. A set of

Personal Device Security

the relative reliability of the use

features is extracted and stored,

through Biometrics

of physiological biometrics over

and this biometric reference

The identification of the user of a

behavioral types is a concern.

template is then compared to

device is a critical factor. Security

The latter such as voice can be

subsequent usage. The result pro-

authentication elements such as

easy to implement, but environ-

vides a confidence level that can

PINs can be lost or forgotten.

mental effects, such as noise and

be chosen by the enrollee and the

One alternative is to incorporate

position, can affect the use. For

security element in the phone

biometrics onto the handset, to

facial systems, lighting may be a

can then react accordingly.

authenticate the authorized user

problem.
The processing of the biometric
image from whatever source
does however, continue to be an
issue and the use of a second
processor dedicated to this function is still too expensive. With
the newer generation of designs,
a high performance generalpurpose processor (a so-called
“applications processor” used
for a camera, graphics or games)

Figure 7 – Silicon Fingerprint Sensor

used during normal operation
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is ideal for biometric feature

total silicon content of a 3G

level of security dependent upon

extraction. The template matching

terminal)

the level of risk, as well as the

can be made securely in the SIM,

• Space required

cost of the loss of integrity versus

using “match on card” techni-

• Implications of the use of

the cost of implementation. In

ques. And finally, biometrics has

highly secure cryptographic

some cases although the potential

several advantages as the user

engines in certain countries

loss to the parties involved may

cannot lose, forget or give their

whose governments do not

be small, the impact on the brand

ID away.

support such security features

of the network operator or ser-

• Data protection issues.
Embedded Security

vice provider may require them
to implement more stringent

Developers of 3G technologies

It is likely that at least some

have also considered the use of an

specialist 3G terminals will in-

embedded USIM type function.

clude a UIM, and for terminals

There are a number of security

The so-called User Identity

with multiple communications

efforts currently underway from

Module (UIM) would have the

interfaces, it may provide a root

both the mobile device manu-

same characteristics as the USIM,

key platform for the various

facturers and the operators

but would provide a secure store

security protocols being imple-

themselves to ensure that mobile

for identities such as the IMEI

mented across the local and

devices can interact with a mobile

and other keys. It could provide

remote networks.

network in a secure way. How-

an encryption engine for content
and could be linked to the main

security measures.

ever, it would appear that

SUMMARY

although these individual security

processor and boot programs,

efforts go some way to making

similar to the TPM concept for

As mobile networks are about to

up the overall requirements of

PCs. The advantage would be

become more sophisticated (3G

security, none of the individual

that even if the USIM were

and onwards) and offer more

security features can encompass

removed or an alternative user’s

applications in terms of content,

the meaning of security as a

USIM inserted, both the terminal

downloads and m-commerce,

whole. What is needed is a variety

and the user’s security profile

the individual devices themselves

of security elements, which

could be maintained in case of

(Phones, PDAs etc) are also

encompass both trust and security,

attack, via one of the communi-

forced to become more sophisti-

in order to facilitate and ensure

cations or USIM ports.

cated. These mobile devices may

that the coming revolution in

have more than a single cellular

m-commerce and mobile services

The discussions concerning UIM

radio interface and as such, a

is one that can encourage users

currently revolve around the

number of security sensitive

to do so with peace of mind.

following issues:

areas will appear depending on
the number of interfaces. Each of

What is needed within these

• Cost implications (which would

these interfaces will have diffe-

mobile devices is a Trusted

be small compared to the

rent requirements in terms of the

Platform.
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SECURE SURFING IN

including the use of SIM cards

by G&D and Secartis, com-

WIRELESS NETWORKS

(EAP-SIM), will rectify this.

prising of the smart card, the

Giesecke & Devrient (G&D) is

necessary software on the user's

G&D together with its sub-

already implementing the EAP-

laptop and authentication servers

sidiary Secartis supplies a total

SIM protocol using its SIM

for the operator, the advanced

solution for secure authen-

cards, and together with its sub-

EAP technology is combined

tication and billing in Wireless

sidiary Secartis, offers complete

with an existing business model.

LANs.

customized solutions for the

The company claims that they

secure use of wireless LANs.

can deploy their solution in any

Surfing the Net at the airport,

WLAN

environment.

For

checking out the latest share

WLANs make miles of connec-

instance, this solution could link

prices while riding the subway,

tor cables a thing of the past,

the application with existing

installing mobile workplaces

allowing workplaces in enterprises

company ID cards or retail cards.

everywhere at the office: all of

to be configured more flexibly.

As far as telecoms providers are

these are possible today thanks

WLANs provide high-speed

concerned, the existing SIM

to WLANs, (Wireless Local

data communications through

infrastructure and associated

Area Networks) that enable

so-called “hotspots”, special

customer base could mean that

mobile access to the Internet

radio relays for networks. To use

the technical requirements for

and

networks.

these, platforms must authen-

the model would be already met.

However, until now, a sustain-

ticate themselves to the network

And the solution also covers 3G,

able utilization and business

operator. For this purpose, EAP-

the

model for secure authen-

SIM offers a solution that is both

communication system. Finally,

tication and billing has been

secure and practical - subscribers

the counterpart protocol EAP-

lacking. The Extensible Authen-

authenticate themselves using

AKA (Authentication and Key

tication Protocol (EAP), a

the SIM card of their mobile

Agreement), would mean that

method

phone.

state-of-the-art standards would

In the complete solution offered

be combined.

corporate

permitting

secure

authentication with solutions

third-generation

Continued on next page.
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Besides the basic equipment,

Internet or a corporate intranet.

they can cause harm. In the

(a notebook with WLAN adapter),

Secartis supplies a further impor-

WLAN Security Test, Secartis

the application requires imple-

tant module for authentication:

examines the protective mecha-

mentation of the appropriate

the RADIUS-protocol based

nisms of the existing WLANs

Secartis platform software. Users

standard authentication server.

and analyzes vulnerabilities.

connect their SIM card with a

Here the data is checked against

The same is also done for the

card-reader to the USB interface

those in the HLR (Home

installed software. An extended

of a PC or laptop, and enter their

Location Register), an operator-

audit package – the WLAN

PIN. The card then takes care of

maintained database containing

Security Review – additionally

authentication to the network

all relevant subscriber data.

comprises an analysis of the net-

operator and logon to the WLAN

work diagrams and network

network. An encryption system

Besides handling authentication,

element configuration. If the

operating in the background

EAP-SIM also solves the billing

audit uncovers a vulnerability,

prevents

unauthorized

problem. Data such as the time

Secartis assesses the possible

accessing of data. Every time a

of usage are forwarded directly

risks and draws up a report

connection is set up, each SIM

to the mobile operator, thereby

defining the measures necessary

card would compute a new,

letting the network operators use

to protect the WLAN. The

individual key on the basis of

their existing billing system for

program is rounded off by a

established GSM technology.

further transactions.

workshop

any

The good news is that this

where

security

mechanisms are discussed and

process is already proven as

But (as always), many companies

being highly secure.

only find out how secure a com-

Following authentication, the

puter network really is when it's

Contact Information:

access to the wireless network

already up and running, which is

Oliver Pannke

is provided by “access points”

why Secartis also includes a

+49 (0)89 41 19-70 38

permitting users to connect to

security audit, to locate and

oliver.pannke@secartis.com

the desired service, e.g. the

address vulnerabilities before

www.secartis.com
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Part 5

is operating within its security

INTRODUCING
TRUST INTO MOBILE
NETWORKS

parameters.

Trust is one thing but trust without security is quite another. This sec-

Back in section two, we spoke of

tion looks at the idea behind that of a Trusted Mobile Platform and the
synergy that can be found once a TPM-type product can be utilized with
portable security tokens. We will also take a look at the availability of
silicon-based IC solutions that can be incorporated into such removable

WHAT IS A TRUSTED
MOBILE PLATFORM?

the use of internal and external
tokens that have secured devices
when attached to specific networks
for the purpose of transmitting

tokens.

or receiving data. These tokens

AS NETWORKS

enter a network, there is a far

included:

GROW – SO DO

greater number of entry points

• Smart Cards

ENTRY POINTS

through the platforms or devices

• Secure Removable Storage

that are being attached to the

Cards

The growth of Mobile Networks

network (servers, printers, etc.).

• USB Dongles

has allowed platforms and devices

These entry points need to be

• On-board, silicon-based IC

to interact and communicate with

both secure and demonstrate to

each other through a variety of

the users who interface with the

interconnected mobile networks

data that is transmitted from plat-

such as:

form to platform, a certain

Although

degree of trust that the transmitted/

primarily PC based, we have

received data has not been inter-

even seen in section four of this

fered with and that the platform

paper that the mobile phone can

• Personal

Area

Networks

(PAN)
• Local Area Networks (LAN)

cryptocontroller
• Biometric Measuring Sensors

• Wide Area Networks (WAN)
Figure 8 gives an overview of the
platforms (Smart phones, PDAs,
laptops, etc.) and possible connectivity within each of the
various networks.
However, while it may be good
news to see a greater number of
devices sharing resources and
interconnectivity within these networks, there is a more ominous,
security-related, downside. Specifically, that for an attacker to

Figure 8 – Connectivity within various networks
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also make use of external and
internal tokens:

• SIM Card
• Secure Removable
Storage Cards
• Biometric Measuring
Sensors

The security functionality of a
device or platform can then be
shared

between

the

secure

tokens generating an integral
security system of both fixed and
portable tokens. The Trusted

Figure 9 – A Trusted Platform Solution for a Mobile Smart Phone

Platform in question is not only
the TPM-enabled IC – it is the

operator hands out the SIM card

To complete the picture of a Trusted

complete platform or device with

– it cannot always be assumed

Platform solution approach, a

ALL of its secure token and TCG

that required applications can

non-removable chip (in this case,

specified TPM IC’s working

be integrated into the card.

a TPM specified for mobile solu-

together to create a platform that

Interesting alternatives to the

tions) will protect the device

exhibits the fundamentals of

single multi-functional SIM card

against any attackers utilizing

trust, while adhering to the

are phones that have added slots

software viruses which can

definition of security.

for further cards: known as dual-

eavesdrop or insinuate them-

slot-mobiles. They may have

selves into the software of the

Figure 9 shows a Smart Phone

a dual SIM slot for dual SIM

device. The TPM can alert the

with various external security

solutions or in some cases have a

user of the device to any changes

tokens. Such tokens as a bio-

dual card slot where a secure

to the software configuration or

metric sensor or some kind of

removable storage card (SD

the operating system.

secure dongle would act as

Card or MultiMediaCard) can be

authorization tokens. The same

inserted. The secure SD card can

This is particularly useful, as

goes for the SIM card, which

carry

m-commerce

there is no one particular operat-

stores the PIN number. For

applications within it – perhaps

ing software in use for mobile

applications in the m-commerce

even issued through various orga-

devices at the moment. For

arena, the SIM as a security

nizations, engaged in m-business

instance the standard mobile

microcontroller can take over

(for instance banks who are

phone from a manufacturer may

further jobs such as data encryp-

issuing banking software for use

run

tion. However, as the network

in the m-commerce arena).

(NOKIA, Siemens) with smart

various
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(TPM) according to the specifications of the TCG, for
platform security.
• Radio Frequency Identification Chips: for use in tags
and labels.
• Removable Storage ICs: MultiMediaCards™ and SD™ cards
from an Infineon joint venture
for flash technology.

Trusted Platform Module
As we have already seen in this
paper, continued emergence of
e-commerce and an increased
reliance on the Internet for all

Figure 10 – Architectural Split between Fixed and Portable Tokens

forms of communication, has
phones, communicators, PDAs

level and the application of the

meant

and sub notebooks with wireless

mobile device (as can be seen in

consumers alike are in greater

capabilities running on a range of

Figure 10).

need of assurance that their com-

OS’s such as embedded LINUX

that

businesses

and

munication is trustworthy. The

or Windows CE. Even the appli-

INFINEON

Infineon TPM solution provides

cation software may differ from

TECHNOLOGIES

authenticity validation, platform

device to device (Palm OS,

SOLUTIONS

integrity metrics checking, user
confidentiality,

Symbian or even embedded

and

privacy.

WinXP). The use of a non-

Infineon’s Secure Mobile Solutions

These attributes help to ensure

removable element such as a

group has products that match

that this safer communication

TPM can allow the use of diffe-

the security requirements needed

environment is available and go

rent operating systems and

for the creation of a Trusted

some way within a Trusted

application software to co-exist

Platform within a mobile arena.

Platform network to addressing

and provides a valuable platform

They include such products as:

today's business and consumer
computing needs.

of trust for the individual user.
The share of the security func-

• Secure Microcontroller Pro-

tionality between the fixed

ducts: including contact, contact-

The TPM-based system forms a

tokens (TPM) and the portable

less and dual interface devices.

Root of Trust for every computer

or removable tokens (sensors,

• Security Devices: Biometric

and a basis for “safer computing”

SIM card etc.), is totally depen-

FingerTip™ sensors, USB and

among these more trusted PC

dant upon the required security

Trusted

platforms. In the near future,

Platform
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(with TCG guidance and focus)
TPMs will be present in additional

Infineon Technologies TPM Hardware Overview:

devices such as PDAs and mobile

• 64 kBytes of ROM & 8 kBytes of RAM

phones, to increase the network

• 16 kBytes of EEPROM with 500 write-erase cycles

of trusted communication for

• 48 kBytes of EEPROM for firmware secure updates

consumers and businesses. In
addition to the ability of a TPMbased system to authenticate
remote users and systems via
policy and permission, the system
can help to ensure that both
users are operating within their
authorized system configuration
profiles. Thus, both user privacy
and confidentiality are assured
for computing-based transactions
and communication.

• RSA hardware accelerator for signature calcution and
verification, as well as 2048 bit key generation when using CRT
• World-leading security protection against SPA and DPA
• Low Pin Count (LPC) bus optimized
• Low power consumption
Software Architecture Overview:
• Embedded Secure Operating System
• Embedded Secure Application Support
• TCPA/TCG Software Stack (TSS)
compliant to current and released specifications
• TCPA/TCG PC BIOS support
available with design guide
• TPM cryptographic service providers

Infineon has developed the

for MS-CAPI 2.0 and PKCS#11

only complete end-to-end TCG

System Integration:

solution that includes all required

In order to ensure easy integration into almost every platform type

hardware, software, and manage-

PC desktop and notebook, the Infineon TPM solution utilizes the

ment utilities to design a complete

Low Pin Count (LPC) bus interface as defined by Intel Corporation.

platform security solution from

Utilizing the bus together with the low-cost TPM package provides

one source. The Infineon TPM

cost savings and power efficiency. Due to the available bandwidth

solution offers numerous security

of the LPC bus (approximately 4 mBytes), the Infineon TPM can

features including non-volatile

perform numerous sophisticated platform security functions to

memory,

algorithm

enhance the safety of today's PC architecture. In conclusion, the

support, secure hashing, true

LPC bus offers an optimized way of easily integrating Infineon's

random number generation, key

TPM solution into both notebook and desktop PC BIOS images

generation, numerous security

for initiation of safer computing.

multiple

controller sensors to prevent
physical attacks, and a secure

boosts performance and memory

Combining impressive process-

operating system.

capacity while keeping power

ing power with true flexibility,

consumption to a minimum.

66 S/P products are the ideal

Secure Microcontroller Products

One of the family’s target appli-

platform for the launch of genuine

Providing a solid foundation

cations is in the field of mobile

multi-application cards.

for the development of multi-

communications (especially SIM,

The 66P family sets new stand-

application cards, the 66 family

RUIM cards).

ards for Chip Card applications
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with its highly advanced 0.25/

Unit) to separate applications on

smart card applications with a

0.22 µm CMOS technology. The

multi-application cards, a memory

supply voltage range from 1.62 V

small die size allows for larger

encryption device for increased

to 5.5 V. It has also been certified

memories, lower power con-

security, and a PLL to increase

according to Common Criteria

sumption, and shorter transaction

CPU

EAL5+ (see Table 2).

times. This proven, multi-appli-

chips are equipped with an ACE

The 88 family products are

cation platform is ideal for current

(RSA Crypto Engine) and/or a

designed for multi-application

performance - intensive chip

DDES/EC 2 (Dual-key triple

chip cards for electronic banking,

card applications. An enhanced

DES/Elliptic curves) accelerator.

mobile communications, and

instruction set helps to address

The instruction set of the 66P

identity authentication. The 88

larger memories. This is particu-

family is compatible with the 66S

family combines a high-perfor-

larly useful for GSM/UMTS

family. Members of this family

mance 32-bit core architecture

applications.

have already been certified to

with an integral security concept

ITSEC E 4 High. The latest

to meet the demanding require-

Standard features of the 66P

controller of the family, the

ments of multi-application systems.

family include an additional

SLE66CX322P and its derivatives,

The workstation-like core archi-

MMU (Memory Management

enables a new dimension of

tecture incorporates on-chip data

performance.

Selected

Table 2 - 66P Family of Security Controllers
Features

SLE 66C162P

Product Description Security Controller

SLE 66C168PE

SLE 66C322P

SLE 66C360PE

SLE 66C640P

SLE 66C644P

SLE 66C680PE

Security Controller

Security Controller

Security Controller

Security Controller

Security Controller

Security Controller

User-ROM

70 kByte

64 kByte

134 kByte

200 kByte

134 kByte

206 kByte

200 kByte

EEPROM

16 kByte

32 kByte

32 kByte

36 kByte

64 kByte

64 kByte

68 kByte

RAM

2304 Byte

2304 Byte

4352 Byte

7100 Byte

4352 Byte

4352 Byte

6400 Byte

CPU

16 bit

16 bit

16 bit

16 bit

16 bit

16 bit

16 bit

–

–

–

–

–

–

Crypto Coprocessor –
Security Features

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against
reverse engineering,
SPA/DPA, DFA/EMA,
memory encryption,
sensor concept:
voltage-, frequency
sensor, symmetric
algorithms (e.g.
DES/AES)

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against
SEMA/DEMA,
SPA/DPA, DFA and
Timing-attacks,
sensor concept:
low and high voltage
sensors, frequency
sensors and filters,
light-, glitch-, temperature sensors
life test function for
sensors, symmetric
algorithms (e.g.
DES/AES)

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against
reverse engineering,
SPA/DPA, DFA/EMA,
memory encryption,
sensor concept:
voltage-, frequency
sensor, symmetric
algorithms
(e.g. DES/AES)
Triple DES in HW
Elliptic curves in HW

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against
SEMA/DEMA,
SPA/DPA, DFA and
Timing-attacks,
sensor concept:
low and high voltage
sensors, frequency
sensors and filters,
light-, glitch-, temperature sensors
life test function for
sensors, symmetric
algorithms (e.g.
DES/AES)
Triple DES in HW
Elliptic curves in HW

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against
reverse engineering,
SPA/DPA, DFA/EMA,
memory encryption,
sensor concept:
voltage-, frequency
sensor, symmetric
algorithms (e.g.
DES/AES)
Triple DES in HW
Elliptic curves in HW

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against
reverse engineering,
SPA/DPA, DFA/EMA,
memory encryption,
sensor concept:
voltage-, frequency
sensor, symmetric
algorithms (e.g.
DES/AES)
Triple DES in HW
Elliptic curves in HW

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against
SEMA/DEMA,
SPA/DPA, DFA and
Timing-attacks,
sensor concept:
low and high
voltage sensors,
frequency sensors
and filters, light-,
glitch-, temperature
sensors life test
function for sensors,
symmetric
algorithms
(e.g. DES/AES)

Applications

GSM
Pay TV
Security access
Banking
Multifunctional card

GSM
Pay TV
Security access
Banking
Multifunctional card

GSM
Pay TV
Security access
Banking
Multifunctional card

GSM
Pay TV
Security access
Banking
Multifunctional card

GSM
Pay TV
Security access
Banking
Multifunctional card

GSM
Pay TV
Security access
Banking
Multifunctional card

GSM
Pay TV
Security access
Banking
Multifunctional card

Certifications

Visa level 3, CAST

Targeted:
CC, Visa, CAST,
Proton

CAST

Targeted:
CC EAL 5+, Visa,
CAST

CAST

CC EAL 5+

Targeted:
CC EAL 5+, Visa,
Multos, Proton,
SECCOS, CAST
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and instruction caches to support

controllers with SLE66CXxxP

virtually any application, adding

fast

execution

by

crypto co-processors. It provi-

possible authentication techno-

instructions.

It

des arithmetic functions for easy

logy at a lower cost. Features

accelerates all virtual machine-

programming of the ACE. It also

include:

based chip card languages, in-

includes full implementations of

cluding JavaSC™, MultOS™.

RSA sign, verify and key genera-

The chip architecture is also

tion. It supports RSA up to 2,048

optimized to run multiple tasks

-bit

in parallel, including peripheral

SPA/DPA and DFA counter

• ESD protection 15kV

functions such as external com-

measures are also provided.

• Robustness against

munications through the on-chip

As part of the SLE66CX322P,

UART and execution of data

RSA functionality is certified to

encryption and security features.

Common Criteria EAL-5+.

program

pre-fetching

key

lengths.

Powerful

• Enhanced sensor surface
properties
• 513dpi resolution

scratching/rubbing/liquids
• Supply Voltage Range:
3,15V to 5,5V
• Power consumption < 50mW
• Size Flex package:

Cryptocontrollers

FingerTIP™

Infineon offers a range of security

Fingerprinting has a long and

18 x 21 x 1,5mm

crypto modules with its 66 and

excellent history as an identi-

• Size SMD package:

66 P/88 families (see Table 3).

fication tool. Fingerprints offer

18 x 21 x 0,9mm

• 1,100 –Bit Advanced Crypto

many advantages. They are easy

Engine. The ACE is an arith-

to use and rarely change over

metic co-processor for fast

time, which makes this technology

calculation

asymmetric

especially attractive to both

public key algorithms (e.g.

individual authentication appli-

RSA). It is equipped with 700

cations, and in public access

• Has a sensor for acquiring

bytes of crypto RAM.

environments. In addition, the

digital fingerprint images.

of

• Interfaces:
parallel and serial

The biometric FingerTIP™ system:

• Comes with a driver to com-

• DES (Data Encryption Stand-

process of enrolling an individual’s

ard) Accelerator. The DES

fingerprint requires the know-

accelerator performs fast sym-

ledge of the person, and in most

metric DES and Triple DES

cases the conscious decision to

biometric algorithms in

algorithms.

place his/her finger on the sensor.

software or firmware.

municate with the sensor.
• Provides encoder and matcher

• Elliptic Curve. The elliptic
curves core supports multi-

FingerTIP™ offers a low-cost

For the application software

plication and addition in the

alternative to optical sensor tech-

that uses the biometric algorithms,

Galois Field (GF), 2n, n ≤ 191.

nologies that can be combined

this system is transparent in the

with other biometrics or tradi-

sense that only the top-level

The RSA 2048 Library

tional security mechanisms. The

biometric algorithms must be

This is a powerful, multi-func-

relatively small form factor of

integrated into the application

tional crypto library for Infineon

the FingerTIP™ can enhance

interface.
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Table 3 - Crypto Controllers
Features

SLE 66CX322P

SLE 66CX642P

SLE 66CX680PE

SLE 88CX720P

SE 88CFX4000P

Product Description

Security Cryptocontroller

Security Cryptocontroller

Security Cryptocontroller

Security Cryptocontroller

Security Cryptocontroller

User-ROM

134 kByte

206 kByte

200 kByte

216 kByte

80 kByte (hidden)

EEPROM

32 kByte

64 kByte

68 kByte

72 kByte

400 kByte

RAM

4352 + 700 Byte Crypto

4352 + 700 Byte Crypto

7100 Byte

8192 + 700 Byte Crypto

16 kByte

CPU

16 bit

16 bit

16 bit

32 bit

32 bit

Crypto Coprocessor

1100 bit arithmetic

1100 bit arithmetic

1100 bit arithmetic

1100 bit arithmetic

1100 bit arithmetic

Security Features

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against reverse
engineering, SPA/DPA,
DFA/EMA, memory
encryption, sensor
concept: voltage-,
frequency-, light-, temp-,
glitch
sensor, active shield, triple
DES in HW, elliptic
curves in HW,
asymmetrich algorithms,
HW supported (e.g. RSA)

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against reverse
engineering, SPA/DPA,
DFA/EMA, memory
encryption, sensor
concept: voltage-,
frequency-, light-, temp-,
glitch
sensor, active shield, triple
DES in HW, elliptic curves
in HW,
asymmetrich algorithms,
HW supported (e.g. RSA)

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter measures
against reverse engineering, SPA/DPA, DFA/EMA,
memory encryption,
sensor concept:
voltage-, frequency
sensor, symmetric algorithms (e.g. DES/AES)
Triple DES in HW Elliptic
curves in HW

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against reverse
engineering, SPA/DPA,
DFA/EMA, memory
encryption, sensor
concept: voltage-, frequency-, light-, temp-, glitch
sensor, active shield, triple
DES in HW, elliptic
curves in HW,
asymmetrich algorithms,
HW supported (e.g. RSA)
sparcling bus encryption,
dual rail logic

Tamper-proof design,
Chip ID, counter
measures against reverse
engineering, SPA/DPA,
DFA/EMA, memory
encryption, sensor
concept: voltage-,
frequency-, light-,
temp-, glitch
sensor, active shield, triple
DES in HW, elliptic
curves in HW,
asymmetrich algorithms,
HW supported (e.g. RSA)
sparcling bus encryption,
dual rail logic

Applications

GSM, Pay TV, Security
access, Banking,
Multifunctional card

GSM, Pay TV, Security
access, Banking,
Multifunctional card

GSM, Pay TV, Security
access, Banking,
Multifunctional card

GSM, Pay TV, Security
access, Banking
Multifunctional card

GSM, Pay TV
Security access, Banking
Multifunctional card

Certifications

CC EAL 5+, Visa, Java, ZKA CC EAL 5+
Proton Prisma, CAST

Targeted: CC EAL 5+,
Visa, CAST

CC EAL 5+

CC EAL 5+ planned

The FingerTIP™ uses the capa-

My-d vicinity

My-d Proximity

citive difference between the surface

Crypto my-d products from

The my-d Proximity family is

of the sensor, the ridges and valleys

the my-d vicinity family are the

built around a highly secure,

of the finger. The capacitance

first RFID (Radio Frequency

flexible architecture. Featuring

measured at a ridge differs from

Identification) solutions to enable

strong my-d security logic and

that at a valley. Thus, about 65,000

the Chip Sharing Approach

an intelligent EEPROM with a

capacitors in a field of 224 x 288

(CSA). Defined access rules enable

contactless interface (complying

pixels acquire and transform the

authorized users to manage their

with ISO/IEC 14443, type A),

data into a Bitmap image. This

data securely. Featuring strong

my-d proximity targets secure

signal is subsequently passed to

security algorithms and an intelli-

data access and e-purse applica-

the recognition algorithms.

gent 2.5kbit to 10kbit EEPROM

tions. Flexible multi-application

with a contactless interface (com-

memory architecture with up

My-d and Mifare

plying with ISO/IEC 15693), my-d

to 14 securely separated data

Contactless Memories

vicinity

ideal

segments, gives system inte-

Contactless ICs are ideal for

for applications such as asset

grators added design flexibility.

applications requiring fast user

management, transport and per-

Different memory sizes (from

identification without physical

haps more important for the

160 to 2,560 bytes) ensure the

contact between the card and a

mobile device environment –

perfect fit for individual appli-

read/write device.

security and track & trace.

cations.

solutions
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SICRYPT®

of future consumer and business

Removable Storage Cards meets

Secure Token Platform

applications (such as mobile

the requirements of the secure

SICRYPT® is a multipurpose

e-commerce, banking and copy-

copyright protection markets,

operating system (also called

right protection) particularly in

offering unique copyright pro-

“firmware”) for security con-

portable devices (smart phones,

tection and content protection

troller-based tokens. The token

PDAs etc.). To meet these requi-

for all kinds of digital data.

may have different kinds of form

rements,

factors such as a smart card, a

Storage Cards contain special

• Encryption for M-Commerce

USB dongle, a SIM size plug-in

tamper-resistant modules in-

applications: Secure Remov-

or a base module integrated

corporating the same security

able Storage Cards will soon

within other systems. The main

technology found in Smart

provide a platform for content

focus of SICRYPT® is to provide

Cards and credit cards. In the

encryption on special cards for

security and cryptographic ser-

future,

Removable

secured commercial and even

vices by offering not only a

Storage Cards will ensure secure

e-commerce transactions. The

competitive hardware platform

storage and retrieval of digital

specification is non-proprietary

compliant to ISO 7816, but also

information for mobile e-trans-

and backwards compatible

standardized software library

actions, independent of the

with existing MultiMediaCards

interfaces (e.g. the “Infineon

device, server or network. The

and will serve as a framework

SICRYPT® Base Smart Card

standard

provide

for secure storage and retrieval

Cryptographic Service Provider”)

content protection for digital

of digital information for mobile

for easy integration into the

content distribution of music,

electronic transactions, inde-

Microsoft® Windows® platform

video, books and a host of

pendent of the device, server or

and familiar office applications

new applications. Infineon is

network. It assures the user

such as Outlook® or Microsoft®

currently developing this type of

that the site being accessed is

Internet Explorer.

card based on their standard

genuine; while at the same time

SICRYPT® is available on the

MultiMediaCard™ and the SD

assuring the server that the user

latest Infineon platforms such as

Card.

is

Secure

Secure

will

Removable

also

authorized.

Applications

will permit access over mobile

their 66-controller family and
will allow such possibilities as

Secure Removable Storage

phones and PDAs to corporate

hardware secured Microsoft®

Cards – The Benefits

databases,

Windows 2000®/Windows XP®

There are a number of security

mation

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

benefits associated with the use

content, as well as allowing

and other security services.

of a secure card such as Secure

stock trading, ticketing and

MultiMediaCards or SD Cards.The

auctioning, amongst many other

main two benefits, however, are:

uses.

Secure Removable Storage
The creation of Secure Removable Storage Cards addresses the

• Content protection: The first

numerous security requirements

applied version of the Secure
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SAFEGUARD PDA BY
UTIMACO SAFEWARE AG

network,

Secure Authentication and

an otherwise well protected

Confidentiality for Mobile

company network. And their

Devices

high mobility can significantly

SafeGuard PDA is a powerful

increase the risk of loss or theft.

solution to protect a Personal

SafeGuard PDA protects a mobile

tryout delay mechanisms pro-

Digital Assistant and the data

device

vide protection against intruders.

stored on it against unauthorized

use via a secure and convenient

access. Whether the Pocket PC

user authentication. Using the

Encrypted Data Storage and

is for private use or a part of

standardized AES encryption

Communication

the company network, it re-

algorithm, data can be safely

The included PDA versions of

quires at least the same degree

stored on the device or sent

SafeGuard PrivateCrypto and

of protection as notebooks and

encrypted via mail over the

SafeGuard PrivateDisk allow

workstations. Since overall

Internet. SafeGuard PDA has

the user to encrypt data on the

security is only as strong as the

earned

for

PDA. Irrespective of whether

weakest link, SafeGuard PDA

Microsoft Windows for Pocket

your data is stored in RAM,

could be the next logical step

PC” Logo, which ensures a high

flash file store or on memory

towards securing a mobile work

level of interoperability with a

cards – the user’s data is always

force. Innovative authentication

broad range of Pocket PC hard-

protected. The integration of

mechanisms such as biometric

ware and software.

the PrivateCrypto module in

signature

recognition

allows

unsecured

PDAs to expose a serious leak in

against

the

unauthorized

“Designed

or

the Pocket Mail platform also

Symbol PIN, offer optimal user

Flexible Authentication

allows secure data exchange via

convenience; the strong encryp-

PDAs, as opposed to “normal”

the Internet. The transparent

tion protects the data while

workstations,

frequently

encryption of the PrivateDisk

stored or in transit over the

switched on and off during a

module allows the device owner

Internet; and the centrally en-

typical working day, which means

to use encrypted data as easily

forceable security policy keeps

that secure and convenient user

as one would normally open

the environment consistently

authentication is of paramount

and save documents. Encrypted

protected.

importance. As well as the traditio-

memory cards can also be used

Mobile computational devices

nal password based authentication,

in normal Windows work-

have become an integral part of

the user has the choice of authen-

stations together with Safe-

today's business workplace.

tication via a sequence of symbols

Guard Private Disk. So a user’s

Due to their small size, intuitive

or even from biometric recognition,

data can stay safely encrypted

handling

flexibility,

where a potential hacker would

on both platforms.

Personal Digital Assistants

not only have to know the pass-

(PDAs) have matured to become

word, but also be able to replicate

Contact Information:

more than just a calendar mana-

the user’s way of writing it. The

Alexander Koehler

gement device. The ability

authentication screen is freely

Tel: +49 (0)6171 88 1707

to store data and wireless

adaptable to customer specific

alexander.koehler@utimaco.de

communications to a company

needs and the inbuilt alarm and

www.utimaco.com

and

are
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SUMMARY

The symbiotic relationship which

will be effective on their own

Infineon and its Partners are very

is developing between external

but brought together within a

active in the development of silicon-

security tokens and embedded

network and working in tandem

based security solutions that are

TCG orientated ICs into the

with each other, will mean that

ideal for creating trust and ensu-

devices themselves, has meant

the coming application revo-

ring security within a mobile net-

the

lution within the mobile world

work environment – both for the

Platform.

will be a safe, secure and trust-

network itself and the devices

The technologies and solutions

worthy one.

which link to the network.

outlined within this section

creation

of

a

Trusted

䡲

PERSONAL SECURE
DRIVE (PSD)

interface, allowing you to focus

• Has a highly efficient imple-

on the job at hand and not on

mentation of encryption and

File and folder protection

lengthy security processes. The

decryption routines, no loss

secured by the Trusted

PSD offers:

of productivity or performance for the end user.

Platform Module.
Whether you work with digital

• Ease-of-use: The PSD behaves

• Supports multiple user access

information for your business

as any standard Windows

and enables managed sharing

or private use, your confidential

drive.

and distribution of sensitive

data must be comprehensively

•A

wizard

based

interface

protected. The PSD from

for easy administration and

Guardeonic offers maximum

configuration.

protection because you store all
files of your choice in an
encrypted, virtual drive, creat-

• Full integration with Microsoft
EFS.

information.
A High-level assurance with
the Trusted Platform Module.
The PSD is based on the latest

• Multiple user access for con-

in Trusted Computing Initia-

fidential file sharing.

tives – the TPM. The PSD uses

for sensitive data.

Benefits of the PSD are:

the TPM as the core of the file

• Encryption of virtual drives

• It allows data to be securely

encryption process, ensuring

ing a high-security repository

using a securely stored AES key.
• Encoding of the encryption
key via the RSA algorithm.
• Transparent security – automatic encryption/decryption
of data for authorized users.

stored on local PC.

that data is both protected from

• Data protection is achieved

unauthorized personnel and is

using the TPM giving hard-

“locked ”to the PC on which it

ware grade security.

was encrypted. The TPM pro-

• The PSD has a user friendly,
simple-to-use interface.

• Processing of even large files

• Allows full integration into

without noticeable delay – be-

Windows environment, the

cause encryption and decryp-

PSD behaves as any other local

tion are done “on the fly ”.

drive.

vides hardware levels of security to your data, surpassing any
software based protection schemes currently available.
Contact Information:

• Automatic encryption/decryp-

Guardeonic Solutions:

File protection made easy.

tion of data for authorized

Sean Coughlan

The PSD is designed to pro-

users; end users require no

sean.coughlan@guardeonic.com

vide a simple and intuitive user

additional steps to protect data.

www.guardeonic.com
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EMBASSY SERVICES

works has given new impetus to

and services in a trusted environ-

AND INFRASTRUCTURE

the need to protect systems and

ment. The EMBASSY Trust

ENABLE SECURE

networks with hardware-based

System provides secure hidden

ENTERPRISE

security approaches. The acces-

application execution capability,

COMPUTING

sibility provided to the mobile

application lifecycle manage-

professional or telecommuter

ment and secure time based

Over time, the personal com-

necessitates the need to pro-

services. Today, Wave Systems

puter has evolved from a word

vide strong user authentication

Corp. is working with the PC

processing station to a desktop

services. And the security holes

ecosystem

office productivity tool and

which exist in the mainstream

EMBASSY® Trust

Internet appliance. Today, the

operating systems and applica-

applications and services.

enterprise PC is poised to be

tions are easily exploited by viral

TPMs specified by TCG, pro-

the platform of choice for a

attacks. In addition, user data

vide trusted resources used by

multitude of next generation

has become one of the main

the Wave desktop and infra-

business services.

To fulfill

attack points for intellectual pro-

structure services to bring these

its promise, the PC must

perty losses in the Enterprise

trusted functions to a PC

provide a trustworthy com-

today. These are among a few of

computing platform.

puting

upon

the threats facing our corporate

which enterprises, users, and

environments that are driving

Wave applications and services

business partners can rely.

the industry toward hardware-

on the Trusted Platforms make

based trusted computing.

a secure, high-value, services-

environment,

In order for the user and ser-

to

deliver

the

Suite

of
The

rich computing platform available

vices community to rely on the

A leader in delivering trusted

to enterprises and personal com-

PC platform in conducting

computing applications, services,

puter manufacturers. These capa-

business transactions, substan-

and infrastructures across multiple

bilities are compliant with the

tial security issues must be

Trusted Platforms, Wave Systems

recently

resolved. These security issues

Corp. brings many years of

Computing Group (TCG) speci-

are rapidly becoming among

experience in the trusted com-

fications.

the most important issues

puting market.

facing today’s enterprise com-

finalization of the TCG speci-

EMBASSY TRUST

puting

The

fication, Wave developed and

SUITE - WAVE SYSTEMS'

intrinsic value of the data that

deployed its industry leading

SERVICE AND SERVICE

exists on platforms exceeds the

EMBASSY Trust System in sup-

DELIVERY MODEL

value of the physical asset. The

port of trusted computing. The

explosive rise of wireless com-

EMBASSY Trust System deploys

Wave Systems has identified the

puting within corporate net-

and manages secure applications

need for a simple set of services

marketplace.

announced

Prior to the

Continued on next page.
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on the enterprise desktop and

develop the EMBASSY Trust

mobile platforms in order to

Server & Services for the TCG

bootstrap the trustworthy com-

enterprise market.

puting initiative. The company

been a pioneer in developing

has developed the EMBASSY

HSM-enabled Trust Servers for

Trust Suite as a simple set of

attestation, credential manage-

secure services, which introduce

ment, and TPM key lifecycle

the user to value-added appli-

services for TPM enhanced

cations in a manner that is

platforms.

intuitive and simplistic, yet

are provided in addition to our

provides tangible value to the

SmartSafe solution, the ability

enterprise. The current offering

to provide electronically signed

is capable of providing a secure

document management services

user vault to securely store

compliant

corporate files, a personal infor-

regulations.

Wave has

These capabilities

with

government

mation manager to securely and
efficiently retrieve commonly

By adhering to a standards based

used personal and corporate

approach to Trusted Computing,

data, and a digital signature

Wave Systems can assist its

platform which is capable of

customers with evolutionary

securely

growth

signing

electronic

relying

on

broadly

documents according to govern-

supported industry initiatives.

ment mandated standards. The

This philosophy will allow the

EMBASSY Trust Suite is capable

enterprise users to leverage their

of directing the IT manager or

training and knowledge to not

corporate user to new offerings

only be productive, but also

of secure services as they become

secure, as they embark on the

available, ensuring that the cor-

digital

porate environment is always

which awaits the availability of

providing the greatest level of

trusted computing platforms.

commerce

revolution

security and usability to the user
community.

Contact Information:
Brian Berger

Wave has also leveraged its many

+1 949 716 31 16

years of research and develop-

bberger@wavesys.com

ment in trust infrastructures to

www.wave.com
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rers, systems integrators, solu-

INFINEON
TECHNOLOGIES

tion providers and selected service providers) create and implement solutions using smart card
IC platforms in all the mass-

COMPANY PROFILE

ended September 31, 2002, the

market segments.

company achieved total sales
Infineon Technologies became a

amounting to € 5.21 billion, of

As far as its Chip Card IC

separate legal entity and a stand-

which the security and Chip

activities are concerned, Infineon

alone company in April 1999.

Card division achieved € 421

Technologies has Design Centers

The company is the sixth largest

million.

in

Munich,

Germany,

and

Graz, Austria, as well as an

semiconductor component manufacturer in the world and as

Secure Mobile Solutions

expertise and innovation center

such it produces many cutting

Based in Munich, Infineon (then

in Singapore. Manufacturing

edge products out of its four

called Siemens Semiconductors)

sites for volume production

divisions:

offered its first smart Card IC

are Regensburg and Dresden

about 16 years ago and has pro-

in Germany and Villach in

vided over four-billion Chip

Austria.

• Communications and

Card ICs for the global smart

Peripherals
• Automotive and Industrial

card market since then. This

Further manufacturing sites are

• Memory Products

makes it the largest producer of

located in Essonnes (France),

• Secure Mobile Solutions

smart card ICs in the world,

Hsinchu (Taiwan), and Wuxi

with almost every second smart

(China). The leading location

Sixteen research and develop-

card

for assembly technology and

ment sites worldwide and four

Infineon technology.

on

the

planet

using

assembly processes is Regensburg, Germany. Infineon’s world-

R&D alliances support these
In terms of revenue, Dataquest

class facilities represent a multi-

quoted Infineon’s market share

billion dollar investment to

With a global presence and about

at 40% in 2002, making it the

ensure the company’s continued

30,400 employees, Infineon is

market leader for five years in a

market leadership. Infineon also

listed on DAX index of the

row.

has an unrivalled support infra-

business units.

structure which is available to

Frankfurt Stock Exchange and
Stock

Most of Infineon’s customers

assist with technical, project and

Exchange. In the fiscal year

and partners (card manufactu-

business-related enquiries.

on

the

New

York
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PARTNERS IN THE
PROGRAM INCLUDE
(IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER):
•

ACG

•

Aladdin Knowledge Systems

•

Association for Biometrics

•

Baltech

The Silicon Trust is a platform created for those

•

beyondLSI

businesses using Infineon’s Security IC technology

•

Cardetc.

and solutions in their end applications. Its primary goal

•

Cherry

is to develop and enhance market awareness as well

•

Datacard Group

as customer acceptance for individual products and

•

Giesecke & Devrient

•

Guardeonic Solutions

•

IdentAlink

The partnership program came into being in

•

IEE

Summer 2000, as a result of the many requests

•

IKENDI

received by Infineon for systems containing its

•

Informer Systems Ltd.

security technology.

•

Keycorp

The Silicon Trust Program has, over the last few

•

MMCA

years, become a well-respected and established

•

Novacard

Partnership Program within the Security Industry,

•

Omnikey

and has certainly achieved its initial goal of raising

•

realtime

awareness for Silicon-Based Security. As one of

•

PSE

the first such Partner Programs in the market,

•

SC2

•

SCM Microsystems

•

Secartis

•

Setec

•

Siemens ICM

•

Smart Card Center

•

SyntiQ

•

Teletrust

•

Tresor

•

United Access

•

Utimaco

•

Wave Systems

solutions developed by the Silicon Trust’s partners.

Infineon has demonstrated that bringing together
a network of Security Partners can improve the
relationship with the end customer, by offering a
complete solution across the Value Chain.
Working together with Infineon and other companies
in the same Market, will lead to a better understanding of applications and future market trends
and ensure more influence on Infineon’s direction
when developing tenders or discussing future
product specs. Companies can work together to
research and formulate Business Cases within an
environment of trust and develop integrated

www.silicon-trust.com

solutions for a combined customer base.
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